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Abstract

We consider strongly coupled supersymmetric gauge theories softly

broken by the addition of gaugino masses m� and (non-holomorphic)

scalar masses m2, taken to be small relative to the dynamical scale �.

For theories with a weakly coupled dual description in the infrared,

we compute exactly the leading soft masses for the \magnetic" de-

grees of freedom, with uncalculable corrections suppressed by powers

of (m�=�); (m=�). The exact relations hold between the infrared �xed

point \magnetic" soft masses and the ultraviolet �xed point \electric"

soft masses, and correspond to a duality mapping for soft terms. We

briey discuss implications of these results for the vacuum structure

of these theories.



Recent years have seen enormous progress in our understanding of strongly

coupled supersymmetric gauge theories [1, 2]. In particular, a large class of

models have \dual" descriptions which are weakly coupled in terms of \mag-

netic" degrees of freedom in the deep infrared. It is natural to attempt

to extrapolate these supersymmetric results to non-supersymmetric theo-

ries by adding soft masses for the superpartners in order to decouple them

[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. As a modest �rst step towards the decoupling limit, one can

study the response of the theory to soft masses m much smaller than the dy-

namical scale of the theory �. This is also of considerable interest to models

where some of the Standard Model �elds arise as composites of elementary

\preons". If the preon soft masses are known, what are the soft masses of

the composite states? The di�culty in addressing these simple questions is

that scalar soft terms are given by manifestly non-holomorphic terms in the

bare Lagrangian

Lsoft �
Z
d4� �2��2m2�yeV � (1)

and so the usually powerful constraint of holomorphy can not be used to

analyse this type of soft breaking in theories with N = 1 supersymmetry.

Nevertheless, in this letter we will show that the leading contribution to the

soft masses for the \magnetic" �elds can be computed exactly in terms of the

soft masses for the original �elds, with uncalculable corrections suppressed

by powers of (m=�). These results are possible due to an interpretation of

scalar soft masses as auxilliary components of the vector �eld of an anoma-

lous background U(1) gauge symmetry [9]. In ref. [9], this symmetry was

exploited in perturbation theory, allowing high-loop supersymmetry breaking

results to be obtained from lower loop supersymmetric computations. Here

we show that the same symmetry can be useful for computing soft masses in

strongly coupled theories.

For simplicity, we will consider (asymptotically free) SUSY gauge the-

ories with a simple gauge group, softly broken by a gaugino mass m� and

universal scalar masses m2. The extension of our methods to include sev-

eral group factors as well as arbitrary scalar masses will be obvious. Begin

by considering the exactly supersymmetric limit. The bare lagrangian with

ultraviolet cuto� �UV is

Z
d2�S(�UV )W

2 + h:c +
Z
d4�F (S(�UV ) + Sy(�UV ))Q

yQ (2)
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where \QyQ" stands for QyeVQ. The �UV dependence of S; F is dictated

by the Wilsonian renormalization group, which requires that the low energy

physics stay �xed as the ultraviolet cuto� �UV is varied. It is well-known that

S only changes at 1-loop [10], whereas F runs at all orders in perturbation

theory:

dS

d ln�UV
= � b

8�2
(3)

d lnF

d ln�UV
= (S) (4)

where  is the supersymmetric anomalous dimension.

Now consider the reparametrizationQ!
p
ZQ. By the rescaling anomaly

[11, 12] the new lagrangian is

Z
d2�(S(�UV )+

T

8�2
lnZ)W 2+h:c+

Z
d4�ZF (S(�UV )+Sy(�UV ))Q

yQ: (5)

Where T is the total Dynkin index of the matter �elds Q. After relabelling

S(�UV )+(T=8�2) lnZ ! S(�UV ), we can start over again with the following

bare lagrangian

Z
d2�S(�UV )W

2 + h:c +
Z
d4�ZF (S(�UV ) + Sy(�UV )�

T

4�2
lnZ)QyQ: (6)

and treat S and Z as independent parameters. The theory de�ned by eqn.(6)

is invariant under the transformation

Z ! Z��y; Q! Q=�; S(�UV )! S(�UV ) + (T=4�2) ln�: (7)

Notice that the \physical" coupling ReS � (T=4�2) lnZ is invariant.

We can now consider the situation where S(�UV ) and Z are respectively

promoted to chiral and real vector super�elds. For us this just means that

these quantities have non vanishing �2 and �2��2 components, corresponding

to soft gaugino and squark masses. Notice that, when S and Z are promoted

to super�elds, the bare lagrangian of eqn.(6) still de�nes a cut-o� independent

low energy theory also including insertions of soft terms. This follows from

simple power counting. Apart from a cosmological constant term, no new

divergences are generated. Indeed, these would have to involve covariant
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derivatives acting on S and Z, but there is no local counterterm of this type

also involving the physical �elds.

Now that S and Z are super�elds the above invariance becomes an abelian

background U(1)A gauge symmetry. Physical quantities have to be U(1)A
and RG invariant. The parameter space of the theory is described by the

only U(1)A and RG invariant object that can be formed with S and Z

I � �yhZ
2T=b�h (8)

where �h = �UV e
�8�2S=b is the holomorphic dynamical scale. The �0 compo-

nent of I gives the \physical" strong scale [I]�=��=0 = �2 [13]. As we show

immediately below, the �2 and �2��2 components are related to the UV �xed

point limits of the gaugino mass m� and the squark mass m2

Q respectively:

[ln I]�2 �
16�2

b
mg = lim

�UV!1

16�2

b

 
m�

g2

!

[ln I]�2��2 =
2T

b
[lnZ]�2��2 � �

2T

b
m2 = �2T

b
lim

�UV!1
m2

Q (9)

As a �rst step in making these identi�cations, we show that in the deep

UV �UV !1, the �2 and �2��2 components of F vanish and hence make no

contribution to soft terms. By dimensional analysis and invariance under the

anomalous symmetry the wave function has the form F = F (�2UV =I) (note

that �b=8�2 ln �2UV =I = S + Sy � T=4�2 ln Z is just the argument of F in

eqn.(6)). Therefore we have

[lnF ]�2 = �
1

2

d lnF

d ln�UV
[ln I]�2 = �

8�2

b
(�UV )mg; (10)

[lnF ]�2��2 = �1

2

d lnF

d ln�UV
[ln I]�2��2 +

1

4

d2 lnF

d ln2 �UV
j[ln I]�2 j2

=
T

b
(�UV )m

2 +

 
8�2

b

!
2

_(�UV )m
2

g (11)

where _ = d=dln�UV . As �UV ! 1, the theory becomes free, ; _ ! 0,

and [lnF ]�2; [lnF ]�2��2 both vanish.
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We now establish the �rst of eqns.(9). De�ning the anomalous U(1)A
invariant quantity R via [10]

R� A

8�2
lnR = S + Sy � (T=4�2) lnZF (12)

(where A is the Dynkin index of the adjoint representation) the physical

gauge coupling in any given scheme has the form [9]

Rphys = R +
1X
n=0

cnR
�n (13)

where the cn are scheme dependent constants (the coe�cient of the leading

term is �xed by the equality of Wilsonian and physical coupling at tree level).

At any scale �UV , we have that m�=g
2 = [lnRphys]�2 . However, as �UV !1,

R�1 ! 0 , so that only the �rst term in eqn. (13) matters, and the �rst

of eqns.(9) follows trivially. The same result was discussed in refs. [14, 9].

Consider now the running squark mass given by the matter kinetic term in

eqn.(6)

m2

Q(�UV ) = �[lnZ]�2��2 � [ln F (�UV )]�2 ��2 : (14)

Again, as �UV ! 1, the second term in eqn.(14) vanishes and we recover

the second of eqns.(9).

Having established the physical interpretation of the various components

of the U(1)A and RG invariant super�eld I, we discuss the computation of

\magnetic" soft masses. This will be possible since the anomalous U(1)A
symmetry of eqn.(7) provides a powerful constraint on the way in which

S; Z (and hence the soft masses) enter into the theory. As an example,

consider SU(N) SUSY QCD with (N + 1) avors Qi; �Q�i, for the moment in

the supersymmetric limit. In the deep infrared and at the origin in moduli

space, this theory has a weakly coupled description in terms of the composite

\mesons"Mi�i = Qi
�Q�i and \baryons" Bi = (QN)i; �Bi = ( �QN)

�i [1]. We expect

that, as long as the soft masses are much smaller than the strong scale �, the

mesons and the baryons still give a good description of the low energy theory.

In particular, we expect the Kahler potential for these �elds to be smooth

everywhere on moduli space. Therefore we can expand it in a power series in

M;B; �B around the origin. By using invariance under the avor symmetries,

under eqn.(7), and under the RG, the Kahler potential must depend on S; Z
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as

K = cM
M yZ2M

I
+ cB

ByZNB

IN�1
+ c �B

�ByZN �B

IN�1
+ � � � (15)

The e�ective Kahler potential K is also associated with a coarse-graining

scale �IR < �, and the wave function coe�cients cM;B; �B (which depend on

�IR) play a role similar to F in the UV theory. At any �IR, the soft terms

for the composites are given by e.g.

m2

M(�IR) = �[ln
Z2

I
]�2��2 � [lncM(�IR)]�2 ��2: (16)

By invariance under the ultraviolet RG and the anomalous U(1), the wave

functions have the form cM;B; �B � cM;B; �B(�
2

IR=I). As for the UV wave func-

tion F , the dependence of the c's on the soft terms is determined by the

RG

[ln cM;B; �B]�2��2 =
T

b
M;B; �B(�IR)m

2 +

 
8�2

b

!
2

_M;B; �B (�IR)m
2

g (17)

where, similarly as before,  = d ln c=d ln�IR and _ = d2 ln c=d ln2 �IR. Now,

the e�ective theory of mesons and baryons is free in the IR. In fact it involves

one marginal Yukawa interaction W � �BMB which goes to zero for �IR !
0. More precisely as �IR ! 0, cC;B; �B ! 1, so that the e�ective coupling

�eff(�IR)
2 � 1=cMcBc �B ! 0 and the anomalous dimensions M;B; �B ! 0. We

conclude that at �IR = 0 the c's do not a�ect the soft terms in eqn. (16).

We emphasize that this argument is completely analogous to the one given

above for the irrelevance of F to the soft terms in the deep UV. Eqn. (17)

determines a relation between soft terms and RG which is somewhat similar

to the one discussed in ref. [15]. In that case the role of the invariant I was

played by the messenger threshold super�eld XXy.

By the above discussion, the IR �xed point value of the composites are

determined by the �2��2 components of Z; I which are in turn related to the

UV �xed point value of the squark masses as in eqn.(9). We therefore �nd

a purely algebraic relationship between the composite soft masses in the

deep IR and the squark masses in the deep UV. Using the anomalous U(1)

symmetry, we can seemingly control the exact soft masses for the composites,

at least at the origin of moduli space! This is however true only in the limit

in which the soft masses mg and m are much smaller than the strong scale
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�. Indeed there are U(1)A invariant terms in K which can involve the U(1)A
\�eld strength" W �

A = �D2D� lnZ which is non-vanishing when lnZ has a

non-vanishing �2��2 component. One such term is

Z
d4�

�
D�W

�
A

I

�
M y

Z2

I
M (18)

SinceW �
A has positive mass dimension, however, this and all other such oper-

ators make contributions to the composite soft masses which are suppressed

by powers of (m=�). It is these uncontrollable operators which prevent us

from taking the decoupling limit (m=�) ! 1, however, their e�ects are

power suppressed for (m=�)� 1.

We have now all the ingredients to determine the mapping of soft terms

between the microscopic and macroscopic theories, up to corrections sup-

pressed by powers of (m2=�2):

m2

M(�IR = 0) = �[lnZ
2

I
]�2��2 =

2N � 4

2N � 1
m2

Q(�UV =1) (19)

m2

B; �B(�IR = 0) = �[ln ZN

IN�1
]�2 ��2 =

2�N

2N � 1
m2

Q(�UV =1): (20)

These masses satisfy the relation m2

M +m2

B +m2
�B
= 0. This sum rule can be

inferred from the low energy theory due to the RG \focusing" e�ect of the

Yukawa interaction �BMB, and could have been established without using the

anomalous symmetry[7]. The symmetry is however crucial to �x the value of

each mass. Notice that for N > 2 and for positive squark masses the baryons

are tachyonic. The implications of this result for the symmetry properties of

the vacuum will be discussed below. Notice also that for the special case of

SU(2) the baryons and the mesons coincide and have vanishing soft mass.

While this result holds in the deep IR, by eqs.(16-17) we can establish how

this limit is approached. This is a pure Yukawa theory for which both M
and _M are negative in the perturbative domain. Therefore we conclude that

m2

M is positive at �nite �IR and approaches zero as �IR ! 0.

The result in eqn. (20) has a nice interpretation in terms of the anomalous

U(1) charges of the canonically normalized �elds M̂ = M=�h and B̂ =

B=�N�1
h , (�h has charge 2T=b). In terms of the canonical �elds eqn. (15)

reads

K = cMM̂
yZq

M̂M̂ + cBB̂
yZq

B̂B̂ + c �B �̂B
y

Zq
B̂ �̂B + � � � : (21)
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The charges of the composites qM̂ and qB̂ coincide with the corresponding

IR/UV mass ratios of eqn. (20). Notice that, without the contribution to the

soft terms from the powers of I in eqn. (15), the soft masses of the composites

would just be determined in the \naive" way, by adding the masses of the

constituents.

We stress that the existence of a relationship between deep UV and IR

quantities is just a consequence of RG invariance. For instance, in QCD one

may ask for the expression of the pion mass in terms of the fundamental

parameters. It will have the form m2

� = c m̂q�QCD, where c is a constant and

m̂q is an RG invariant combination of the running quark mass mq(�) and

gauge coupling g2(�). In practice, as for mg in eqn.(9), one can de�ne m̂q

just by using the 1-loop RG in the deep UV m̂q = lim�!1 gp(�)mq(�), where

p is determined by the 1-loop � function and mass anomalous dimension. The

striking feature of our case, with respect to QCD, is that we can calculate

the analogue of the coe�cient c.

Another example is given by Sp(k) gauge theory with 2k+4 = 2NF chiral

multiplets Li in the fundamental representation (SU(2) with 3 avors is just

the special case k = 1). The low energy description involves the antisym-

metric meson �eld Vij = Li�Lj with a superpotential Wconf =PfV=�
2k+1

h [16].

By adding soft terms the resulting mass for the meson is (from now on it

is understood that the LHS and RHS soft masses are the IR and UV �xed

point values respectively)

m2

V =
2k � 1

2k + 1
m2

L (22)

Notice that Pf V � V k+2 is an irrelevant operator in the low energy theory for

k > 1. In this case V (�
2

IR=I) goes to zero with a power law when �IR ! 0

and the \running" mass m2

V (�IR) approaches eqn.(22) equally fast.

Finally consider SU(N) gauge theory with N+1 < NF < 3N=2 for which

the low-energy description is in terms of a dual \magnetic" theory with gauge

group SU(NF � N). The magnetic theory contains an elementary meson

Mi�j and NF avors of dual quarks qi; �q
�i in the fundamental representation

of SU(NF � N). The U(1)A charge of the canonically normalized meson

M̂i�j = Mi�j=�h is just qM̂ = q(Qi
�Q�j=�h) = 2(3N � 2NF )=(3N � NF ). The

charge of the dual quarks simply follows from the invariance of the tree level

magnetic superpotentialWmagn = �q
�iM�ijq

j=�h (or by matching the baryons in

the two theories b = qNF�N = QN=�2N�NF
h = B=�2N�NF

h ). We thus obtaing
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the soft masses of the magnetic theory

m2

M = 2
3N � 2NF

3N �NF

m2 m2

q;�q = �
3N � 2NF

3N �NF

m2: (23)

Again the \baryons" q; �q are tachyonic for all theories in the free magnetic

phase NF < 3N=2. For 3N=2 < NF < 3N the theory is in an interacting non-

Abelian Coulomb phase. Here we cannot apply our method in an obvious

way since there are no points where the theory is free. It is interesting that all

the magnetic soft masses vanish at the boundary between the free magnetic

and conformal windows, NF = 3N=2.

Notice that the normalization of the magnetic quarks q; �q is arbitrary,

and that in ref. [1] a scale � was introduced to give proper dimension to

the superpotential: Wmagn = Mi�jq
i�q
�j=�. Correspondingly the holomorphic

scales in the electric and magnetic theory are related by [1] �b
h
~�
~b
h = �NF

(where the tilded quantities refer to the magnetic theory). In our derivation

we have �xed � = �h, but our results do not depend on that choice. Indeed

one could have argued as follows. With the normalization of ref. [1] the

dual quarks have charge �1 under the anomalous U(1)A (� is neutral and

Mi�j = Qi
�Q�j). As we did for the electric theory in eqn. (6), we can de�ne

a dual wave function ~Z multiplying the kinetic term of the dual quarks q; �q

as well as an invariant scale ~I = ~�
y

h
~Z2T=~b~�h. However, since the electric and

magnetic theory describe the same physics, it must be ~I = I. Therefore we

deduce the following \duality" relation

~Zb = Z
~b (24)

which holds up to a gauge transformation which does not a�ect the map-

ping of soft terms. Eqn.(24) correctly gives the magnetic quark masses in

eqn.(23). By eqn.(24) the opposite sign of electric and magnetic squark

masses is a reection of duality between IR and UV free theories. Finally, by

considering [ln ~I]2� = [ln I]2�, a similar duality is obtained for gaugino masses.

More precisely one gets (notice again the ip in sign)

lim
�IR!0

 
m�

~bg2

!
magn

= lim
�UV!1

 
m�

bg2

!
el

: (25)

Our results for the soft masses of composite and \magnetic" �elds have

obvious implications for composite model-building in theories where super-

symmetry breaking is communicated to the \preon" �elds at a scale higher
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than the dynamical scale � (for instance by supergravity mediation). Clearly

one must check that e.g. none of the composite squarks obtain negative soft

masses.

Next we consider the vacuum structure of these theories, begining with

the SU(N) theories with N + 1 � NF � 3=2N avors and N > 2. In the

supersymmetric limit, these theories have a moduli space of vacua, and we are

interested in how the soft breaking e�ects lift this vacuum degeneracy. In all

these theories, for positive squark masses in the deep ultraviolet, the \meson"

�elds get positive soft masses while the \baryonic" �elds get negative soft

masses. The origin of moduli space is therefore unstable, and some of the

mesons or baryons must have non-vanishing vevs in the true vacuum. Note

that our method only gives us information on the form of the potential close

to the origin, since far from the origin operators with higher powers of meson

and baryon �elds (which we have no control over) are unsuppressed, and

therefore we can not determine the location of the true vacuum even for

small soft breakings. Nevertheless, establishing the instability of the origin

has important consequences, since in these theories all points on the moduli

space away from the origin break vector-like symmetries. If any baryonic

�elds obtain vevs baryon number is broken, and if all the baryons vevs vanish,

there is no point on the quantum moduli space where Mi�j / �i�j and so

SU(NF )V is broken. This is to be contrasted with the non-supersymmetric

theory obtained by decoupling the scalars, where a general theorem [17] shows

that vector-like symmetries are never broken. It is easy to argue that the

broken vector-like symmetries are restored for squark masses larger than a

(�nite) critical value. Squarks of mass m2 � �2 can be integrated out of

the theory, generating higher dimension operators suppressed by 1=m2 in

the non-supersymmetric low energy theory. These operators can at most

correct the spectrum of states in the low energy theory by O(�2=m2). Since

all the scalar states in the non-supersymmetric theory get masses of O(�)

(with the exception of Goldstone bosons associated with chiral symmetry

breaking), there are no scalars which can be brought down to zero mass

due to the O(�2=m2) corrections and there is therefore no candidate for the

Goldstone boson of a broken vector-like symmetry. Therefore, the vector-

like symmetries must be exactly restored above a �nite critical squark mass

m2

�
� �2, and a phase transition must separate the nearly supersymmetric

and non-supersymmetric theories.

For Sp(m) theories with 2m + 2 chiral multiplets, the soft mass of the
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mesons is positive and the origin of moduli space is at least a local vacuum.

At this point, the fermionic mesons are massless bound states of a massless

quark and a massive squark, the binding energy exactly cancelling the squark

mass. This provides a rigorous counter-example to the the \persistent mass

condition" of [18, 19].

In conclusion we remark that, while we have illustrated our ideas with

two speci�c examples, our technique for computing soft masses can clearly be

applied in any asymptotically free supersymmetric theory where the theory

in the deep infrared is known and is weakly coupled, as in all s�con�ning
[20] or magnetic free theories.
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